ABSTRACT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
1. Abstract must be submitted in English. The material in the abstract must be original and
not previously published
2. The deadline for abstract submission is 9th July 2017
3. All the abstracts will be review and selected by the Scientific Committee for oral or eposter presentations. A preference for oral or poster presentation may be indicated while
submitting the abstract
4. We recommend using word-processing software (for example, WORD) for editing your
abstract and counting the number of words
5. A short capitalized title that indicates content of abstract. Abbreviations must not be used
in the title
6. Authors are to ensure that their name submitted are correct based on first name and last
(family) name. Do not include degrees or titles. Presenting author's name should be
underlined. List each author's institution, city, state or country
7. Do not exceed 250 words
8. Organize the content under these subtitles: Introduction; Methodology; Results;
Conclusions
9. References are not required for abstract submission
10. Please ensure that your e-mail address is accurate at the time of submission. All
correspondence will be sent via e-mail to the corresponding author.
11. Check spelling and grammar carefully. If selected, direct reproduction from your
electronically submitted abstract will be printed in the program book.
12. Abstracts should be submitted to: Dr Azura M Affandi (affandi_azura@yahoo.co.uk)
and Dr Tan Wooi Chiang (tanwooichiang@yahoo.com)
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Methodology: Describe your selection of observations or experimental subjects precisely
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Conclusions: Emphasis new and important aspects of the study and conclusions that are drawn from
them
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